About
Bridging decentralisation and commerce in one platform at the
ease of convenience to every userbase is our main focus. In the
era of progression and innovation, time is the most valuable
resources people have. Our goal is to make things easier for
every userbase to bridge blockchain and commerce in the most
efficient and reliable way.

Get it on the
App Store

Get it on
Google Play

Problem
As we come in the dawn of the new era, infinite possibilities
have emerged. One that is about to drastically change is the
financial system. From centralized to decentralized, we are
more and more aware each day that people are craving for
freedom and decentralization. Whether it is to banking the
unbank or thru the barter process of selling things
commercially without the limits of a normal e commerce we are
used to.

Hello! I wanted to
check the price of
the black wallet

Hello! Sale $
1,234 We are
waiting for you!

Thank you! I will
pass soon.

Solution

And this is where BlockXpress comes in, in a seamless and
our trustless needed technology. The community will have
the freedom now to exchange products, without the worry
of traditional centralize e-commerce platform and with
complete anonymity.
With BlockXpress, use your crypto at will. Whenever you
want and whatever you want. Swap your favorite cryptos
into $BX token and spend it at as you wish!

Goal
Our project's ultimate goal and vision is to make the crypto
adaption more appealing to the masses. To help the ecommerce market take the next leap forward to better
serving the people on what they need and when they need
it.

CASUAL
Clothes
Free shipping on orders

Crypto native e-commerce platform eliminates the barriers
a traditional e-commerce platform has. Our e-commerce
crypto native app will support from staking function, P2P
trading to the listing of crypto-related services. With our
straightforward UI, we believe that it will eliminate the
friction of userbase acquisition.

Security & Audits
We did not only pass a smart contract audit
but also passed the KYC of a well-reputable
company. With two of the most reputable
audit & KYC brands backing our project's
name, we boast security and trust at its
highest level to ensure the safety of the user
base investments. We also believe that
renouncing the contract improves the trust
between the community and the team, in that
said we have renounced the smart contract
and have coded it in the simplest manner
possible. With this, it would be easier to audit
or inspect from a normal investor's point of
view. As we believe that the value of the
project comes from the community. And so we
are committed to protecting the value of
investors.

Assure DeFi™ privately verifies the identity of crypto project
owners so you can be more confident in your investment.
https://www.assuredefi.io/

https://twitter.com/AssureDefi

Check our KYC with Assure Defi:
https://www.assuredefi.io/projects/blockxpress/

Specialized in auditing smart contracts and can find
vulnerabilities in your blockchain project using manual and
automated tests. With our informative report you give your
community a good sense of security.
https://solidproof.io/

https://twitter.com/SolidProof_io
Check our audit with Solid Proof:
https://app.solidproof.io/projects/blockxpress

Tokenomics
Token Allocations
Pre Sale
20%

Total Supply

21,000,000

Lock / Vesting
40%

Transaction Tax

CEX Listing
20%

0%

Team
10%

Staking
10%

Platform

Download
our app!

BlockXpress's mission is to provide a one-stop crypto-native e-commerce hub. As we envision accelerating the mass
adoption in the web3 e-commerce sector. Whether it's P2P trading, buying crypto, listing your products on sale,
purchasing your favorite leading brands, or even staking our native token $BX. Our crypto-native platform aims to
provide a seamless experience to every user base. With technological advancement getting better every day, our team is
committed to delivering the next leap in the e-commerce sector. The following feature will emerge as we progress
throughout our roadmap

Get it on
Google Play

The shopping platform - Will be the flagship product of BlockXpress and will serve as the center of all ecommerce activities.

Get it on the
App Store

P2P Trading - Peer to peer trading allows traders to trade directly with one another without the need for a
centralized third party to facilitate the transactions.
Service listing - On our platform aside from the different types of items. The platform also accepts the listing of
crypto-related services.
Staking - Launch of our staking platform which provides a steady return for our investors as we progress with
our roadmap. To give back and value the investor's time and commitment to the project.
NFT Marketplace - A place where the community can trade their NFTs.

SHOP
NOW

Roadmap
Q1
Building ideas

Q2
Website development
Smart contract audit
KYC verification

Q1 - 2023
Play store & Apple store integration

Q3
Website launch
Launch of e-commerce platform
Fair launch
Staking integration
NFT marketplace
CEX listing

Q4
P2P trading
Service listing
Certik Audit

DISCOUNT

